
Deals for dads
This Father’s Day, treat the guy who probably has everything, with something he’d never buy 

for himself. We’ve prepared this limited time collection of the latest tech toys for the home, 

office, backyard… and even the golf course.

June 2021

13-inch MacBook Air with Apple M1 chip

Apple’s thinnest, lightest notebook is completely 

transformed by the Apple M1 chip. It boasts 3x faster 

CPU and GPU speeds, an advanced Neural Engine 

that’s up to 10x faster for machine learning, the longest 

battery life ever in a MacBook Air and a silent, fanless 

design. This Space Gray MacBook Air comes with an 

8-core CPU and 7-core GPU with 256GB of storage. 



YETI Hopper Flip 12 in NavySteel

Meet the leak proof, tough-as-nails, carry-the-day soft 

cooler. The Hopper Flip 12’s wide-mouth opening makes 

for easy loading and access to food and drinks. Its 

compact, cubed body means ultimate portability - go off 

road, onto the water, and back again with this personal 

cooler. And its extreme insulation means ice always stays 

ice cold.

Callaway Mavrik Driver, RH,  
10.5 degree

Designed by AI, this golf driver contains a thinner face 

across a more expansive area for ultra-fast ball speeds. 

Its Cyclone Aero shape features a shallower silhouette 

with a flat crown to decrease drag for increased 

clubhead speed, while the High-strength FS2S Titanium 

face allows for optimal speed, forgiveness and spin 

performance. That’s golf-speak for amazing.

Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones 
700 in Triple Black

With 11 levels of noise cancellation, these Bose 

headphones deliver everything you expect - and things 

you never imagined possible. An unrivaled microphone 

system hears commands with unmatched accuracy and 

makes voices sound crystal clear on calls - even in noisy 

environments. 
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Power2Motivate is a global leader in reward and recognition management and has been a full incentive 

specialist for over 25 years. We assist clients with concept development, program design, promotions 

implementations and more! Looking to find out more about our reward offerings, reach out to the team today!

Cuisinart Deluxe 20-Piece Grill Tool Set

Carry all the essential grilling tools and a bonus Digital 

Temperature Fork in a stylish and durable aluminum 

carrying case. The digital temperature fork takes the 

guesswork out of grilling, ensuring food is brought to 

a safe temperature. Dad can even grill at night, as the 

temperature fork has an integrated LED light, brightly 

illuminating every delicious burger.

Armani Exchange Men’s Smart Black 
Strap Watch

Time to upgrade your watch. This stylish Armani 

Exchange AX2101 timepiece features a brushed and 

polished silver-tone stainless steel case. Its black 

textured dial is bisected by a brushed gunmetal stripe, 

and accented with bold numerals. Mounted on a soft 

black leather strap, this watch tells more than just time.
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